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TECHNO-OPTIMISM + 24/7 MONITORING

3 CASES OF SERVICE AUTOMATION

• San Francisco Airport - security badging 

• Pharmacy dispensing in Intensive Care Units 

• Internet of Things 

• First two are incremental/ancillary functions in large organizations 

• Low chance of job displacement 

• Not strategic to organization 

• Lots of non-quantifiable effects 

• IoT is vague & polymorphous



OBJECTIVES

• Introduce family of technology IoT 

• Specific applications to integrate into Work + Automation frame 

• Broad definition of automation 

• How companies do make decisions 

• How companies should make decisions 

• Option value of investments



IOT: “BRAVE NEW WORLD”

• Smart devices + cloud networking 

• Millions of devices, sending real-time data. Define “real time” 

• Examples 

• Monitor cold chains (vaccines, foods, etc.). Qualcomm start 

• Smart grid = users and generators respond real time to needs 

• Smart bridge monitoring 

• Adjusting HVAC and lights for occupancy in buildings 

• Track customers in shopping malls (low freq. sound)



HOME APPLICATIONS

• Smart home = nanny-cam from Bermuda 

• Personalized automobile services. “The customer value propositions are appropriately 

integrated … to provide another revenue stream for Ford.” Google’s response? 

• Intelligent toothbrush 

• modes of use: 

• Rare events = fast warning. Separate signal from noise 

• Decentralized but smart operation (e.g. thermostat linked to car) 

• Ongoing stream of info for later analysis. Terabytes



IOT SIMILAR TO IT INVESTMENTS

• High initial investment, low salvage value 

• High technical uncertainty? (Depends on novelty) 

• High uncertainty about use case = market uncertainty (novelty) 

• Multi-stage development (esp. when well managed)



prove particularly valuable in fields of high uncer-
tainty and risk, such as information technology. As
reviewed by Li and Johnson (2002), two main char-
acteristics make real options an appropriate appli-
cation for IT investments. First, IT projects typically
require high initial investments and are often irre-
versible. Second, IT investments can have very high
uncertainty and risk. IT projects such as IoT projects
inherently contain technical uncertainty as well as
market uncertainty (Fichman et al., 2005). Also, IT
can advance at a rapid pace and change direction
quickly. These characteristics make real option val-
uation ideal in valuing IoT investment projects, as
it can capture value that otherwise would be
overlooked.

Good managers intuitively understand real op-
tions. They understand that simple cash profits are
not the only value a project can add; other oppor-
tunities may arise from engaging in projects. Real
option valuation allows management to quantify
these options to more accurately reflect the value
of a project and to have a real strategic impact on
the value of a project. Table 2 lists four general
types of real options.

There are several examples of how real options
are used in valuation today. Any firm that operates
in a field of high uncertainty (e.g., pharmaceuti-
cals) is likely to employ real options. Pharmaceuti-
cal companies face uncertainty not only in drug
development (akin to IT technical uncertainty) but
also in other external factors such as regulations
and patents (akin to IT market uncertainty). Real
option valuation is also used with movie deals. Movie
studios often purchase rights–—that is, real options–—
to produce films. Film rights give the purchasing
studio the right but not the obligation to produce a
movie. [Note that this is not the cost of producing the
movie, simply the value of the right to produce it.]
After rights are purchased, studios can then employ
surveys and analysis to determine whether or not a
production will be profitable. If the timing is not
right, these options allow the studio to wait and
perhaps produce the film at a later time.

5.3. Valuation

Like financial options, real options can be calculated
using the Black-Scholes model or decision trees. For
real options, using decision trees may be more
appropriate, as that will allow setting up possibili-
ties of the project according to what management
believes them to be. When valuing real options, it is
especially important to stage the problem correctly
and to understand how real options are analogous to
financial options. Table 3 provides a guide on how
they are related.

S represents the present value of cash flows from
the project; X represents the cost to invest in the
project; s2 represents the riskiness of the project; T
represents the period of time in which management
can take an action; and r represents the risk-free
rate the investment capital would earn.

Using decision trees to calculate the real option
value, one can stage the possible values a project can
take, exercise the option at the optimal time/value
of the project, and discount backward in order to find
the value of the option. For example, with a one-
period decision tree, we begin with the starting
value today, S0, and move forward one period. The
value can either increase to Su or decrease to Sd. From
here we can use the risk-free rate, r, and determine

Table 2. Types of real option approaches

Type of Option Description

Option to Abandon/Switch This option gives management the option to abandon a project that is operating
at a loss and sell or redeploy the assets.

Option to Contract Similar to the option to abandon, this gives management the option to scale back
a project that is operating at a loss.

Option to Defer/Postpone This gives management the option to wait/learn more to see if a project will be
profitable.

Option to Expand This gives management the option to expand/scale up the project based on its
success.

Table 3. Real options variables

Real Options Variable Financial
Options

Present Value of
Project

S Current
Stock Price

Investment Cost of
a Project

X Option
Exercise Price

Riskiness/Uncertainty
of the Project

s2 Stock Price
Uncertainty

Time Window of
the Project

T Time to
Expiration

Time Value of Money r Risk-free Rate

Source: Adapted from Li & Johnson (2002)
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